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Abstract

A biologically motivated compute intensive approach to computer vision is developed
and applied to the problem of face recognition� The approach is based on the use of two�
dimensional Gabor functions that 	t the receptive 	elds of simple cells in the primary visual
cortex of mammals� A descriptor set that is robust against translations is extracted by a
global reduction operation and used for a search in an image database� The method was
applied on a database of 
�� face images of �� persons and a recognition rate of �� was
achieved�

� Introduction

The advent of parallel supercomputers promoted high�speed computing in the many billion �Giga�
�oating�point operations per second �G�ops�s� G�	
�� domain and the �rst T�ops�s �T�	
���
supercomputers are shortly expected� The awareness of the new possibilities oered by high�
performance computers has led to considerable progress in computational natural and engineering
sciences but at the same time left relatively untouched the research activities in the area of
arti�cial intelligence� One possible explanation of this phenomenon might be the widely spread
opinion that number crunching is less relevant in this area�

Arti�cial neural networks oer qualitatively new possibilities in this direction� The compu�
tation of the net inputs for multilayer feedforward neural networks� for instance� is substantially
a matrix�vector multiplication� The weight corrections which are done in the learning process
can also be considered as matrix operations �	���� New advanced learning techniques used to
improve the convergence rate are based on well�known numerical techniques such as conjugate
gradient� In other words� neural networks give the opportunity to give numerical formulation
to non�numerical problems and� in this way� make use of supercomputer performance and the
wealth of results and parallel algorithms available in the numerical computations area�

The progress� which has been achieved in the recent years in the area of arti�cial neural net�
works� has among others led to the now generally shared insight that information representation
and network structuring are application dependent choices that can have crucial eect on the
success of this approach� With respect to mimicing the abilities of the human brain� an ensuing
task and a challenge for computer scientists working in this area might be the development and
veri�cation of biologically motivated neural network models which use as a basis neurophysiolog�
ical data and give the opportunity for non�destructive exploration of the deeper brain structures�
With this principal attitude in mind we approached anew the problem of computer vision and
in particular the problem of automatic face recognition�

This problem has been considered to be a challenge since the very �rst days of computer
vision� One of the �rst approaches to this problem was based on geometric features� such as size

	



and relative positions of eyes� mouth� nose and chin ������ Another basic technique is template
matching which has reached a considerable level of sophistication ������
�� Further approaches to
face recognition use graph matching �	
�� Karhunen�Loewe expansion �		�	��� algebraic moments
�	��� isodensity lines�	��� etc� Connectionists approaches to the problem are described in �	��
	���
����� We refer the reader to �	�� for a comprehensive discussion of various aspects of face
recognition and to ��
� for a collection of recent works in this area�

Our approach is biologically motivated and based on the use of Gabor functions which have
been shown to �t well the receptive �elds of the majority of simple cells in the primary visual
cortex of mammals� The data obtained by projecting a two�dimensional signal �image� onto a set
of Gabor functions can be interpreted as the activities of individual cells in the primary visual
cortex �area V	 of the human brain�� This data is then reduced to obtain a representation in
a lower dimension space and use it for database storage and searching� We use an extended set
of Gabor functions� � orientations and � scales give rise to a set of �� Gabor functions and one
copy of this set is centered on each point of the visual �eld� The compute intensiveness of the
approach is due to the large resulting number of Gabor functions onto which an input image has
to be projected�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section � we introduce the reader to two�dimensional
Gabor functions and their relation to the mammalian visual system and propose a simple model
for descriptor extraction� Section � presents our experimental setup and results on face recogni�
tion� Section � summarizes the approach and the results and outlines planned future work�

� Gabor functions for computer vision

Our approach is biologically motivated in that it mimics the image transforms which take place
in the mammalian visual cortex� It is well known from neurophysiological research that a large
amount of neurons in the primary visual cortex react strongly to short oriented lines ��	�����

b)

a)

Figure 	� Receptive 	elds of simple cells in the primary visual cortex �a� and the respective Gabor

functions which approximate them �b� �adapted from �
����
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A more precise study shows that the receptive �elds of the overwhelming majority of the
simple cells in the primary cortex can be well �t by two�dimensional Gabor functions ��������
Figure 	 shows the receptive �elds of a pair of such cells with the real and imaginary part of the
corresponding Gabor function�

The basic two�dimensional Gabor function has the following form�

g�x� y� �
	

�
e��x��y���i�x �	�

By means of translations parameterized by a pair ��� ��� delations parameterized by an integer
j and rotations parameterized by an angle �� one gets the following family of two�dimensional
Gabor functions �� and � have the same domain as x and y� respectively��

gj���x � �� y � �� �
	

�
��je��

�j�x�
�

�y�
�

��i��jx�

�j � Z� � � �
� ��� ���

x� � �x� ��cos� � �y � ��sin�

y� � ��x� ��sin� � �y � ��cos�

Fig� 	b shows the real and imaginary parts of one such function� By comparing Fig� 	a and
Fig� 	b one can see that both the real and imaginary part of a Gabor function are represented
by cells of the visual cortex� According to neurophysiological data� such cells are even adjacent
���� �however� one has to fairly admit that only 	� such pairs have been found in ������

The oscillations of gj���x��� y��� are due to the harmonic wave factor ei��
jx�

with wavelength

�j �
�

�j
���

and spatial frequency
fj � ��j 	 ���

The Gaussian factor e��
�j�x�

�

�y�
�

� causes the function gj���x � �� y � �� to be negligible for
jx � �j 
 �j � The choice of taking the scaling factor in the form �j �j � Z� corresponds
to equidistant sampling of a logarithmic wavelength�frequency scale that corresponds to the
logarithmic dispersion of frequencies found by neurophysiological research ��������

The projection �functional inner product� of a two�dimensional signal �image� s�x� y� on a
Gabor function gj���x� �� y � ��

�sj����� �� �

Z
s�x� y�g�j���x� �� y � ��dxdy ���

may be considered as the amount of a harmonic wave with wavelength �j � �
�j and wavevector

orientation � in a surrounding of linear size �j centered on a point with coordinates ��� ��� In
this way� equation ��� represents local spectral analysis with frequency j �logarithmic magnitude�
and wavevector orientation � that is embedded in global spatial coordinates ��� ��� The fact that
the receptive �elds of a large number of cells in the visual cortex can be well �tted by members
of the family of Gabor functions is startling� in that the visual cortex seems� in a way� to make
a local spectral analysis embedded in global spatial coordinates�

In the following we use ��� as the basis of our approach of mimicing the primary visual cortex�
assuming that the values �sj����� �� delivered for the various values of the parameters j� �� � and
� correspond to the activities of individual cortical cells when the visual system is presented an
image s�x� y��

Note that for �xed j and � and variable � and � the above quantities present a function
�sj����� �� which can be computed as convolution of the signal s�x� y� with a function gj���x �
�� y � ��� We use this fact for the e�cient computation of these quantities using fast Fourier

�



transform �FFT�� The coe�cient �
�
��j in front of the exponent in ��� is a normalization factor

that is chosen in such a way that

j
Z

ei��
jx�

g�j���x� �� y � ��dxdyj � 	� ���

i�e� for an input signal s�x� y� � ei��
jx�

with magnitude 	� which is the harmonic wave factor in
gj���x� �� y� ��� the above normalization delivers a quantity of magnitude one� j�sj����� ��j � 	�

Note that the functions �sj����� �� comprise more data than the original image s�x� y�� This
is in contrast to traditional approaches to computer vision where the amount of data is reduced
at each stage of a hierarchical image analysis process� At present� neither we nor neurobiologists
seem to know how this data expansion is used to eectively recognize an object� What one is
certain about is that this data expansion is actually carried out in the brain as con�rmed by the
fact that the visual information is transferred from the retina to the primary visual cortex via
	
� �bers of the optic nerve but in the primary cortex it is encoded by 	
� � 	
� simple cells
�	

�	


 expansion at cortical level� ����� What one may wish to do on a computer is simulate
this expansion� make hypotheses about the further processing stages and verify them by applying
the model to a set of test images� As we shall see below� even a very naive model delivers startling
results�

Let us consider the following quantities�

Sj�� �

Z
j �sj����� �� j d�d�� j � Z� � � �
� ��	 ���

Each of them presents the cumulative activity of all cells with the same wavevector orientation
� and spatial frequency center j independently of their positions ��� �� in the visual �eld� The
naive premise is that cells doing similar things �in this case cells with identical receptive �elds but
responsible for dierent areas of the visual �eld� might contribute in a similar way to quantities
computed at higher stages� Each of the quantities ��� might� for instance� correspond to the
activity of a corresponding higher abstraction level cell that receives activating stimuli from all
lower level cells with the same wavevector orientation � and spatial frequency center j� We
have to admit that we are not aware of any neurobiological evidence that would con�rm this
hypothesis� Computing the quantities Sj�� according to ��� might make sense for one reason�
they are not sensitive to the particular position of an object in the visual �eld� property which
we refer to as translational invariance� More precisely� if s�x� y� and s��x� y� are two images such
that

s��x� y� � s�x � t�� y � t�� ���

i�e� s��x� y� is produced by shifting s�x� y� by a constant vector �t�� t��� one can easily show that
for the respective quantities Sj�� and S�j�� holds

S�j�� � Sj��	 ���

Let us now represent two images s�x� y� and w�x� y� by the respective sets of quantities Sj��
and Wj���j � Z� � � �
� ��� according to ��� and de�ne the dissimilarity of the two images as
follows

Ds�w �
X
j��

j Sj�� �Wj�� j 	 �	
�

The above de�ned dissimilarity is a non�negative quantity� It is zero for two identical images
and for any two images which dier only by a translation as de�ned by ���� The relations ����
��� and �	
� are the basis of our approach to automatic face recognition� The quantities ���� to
be referred to in the following as the descriptors� are computed for all images in a database and
for each new input image� The descriptor set of an input image is then used for a best match
search in the database to �nd the prestored image for which the dissimilarity �	
� is minimal�
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� Implementation and Results

A database of face images has been built and this database is still being extended� The results
reported below refer to the time when the database comprised �
� dierent face images of
�
 persons� Several images were taken of each person� with the exact number varying from
� to �� The individual images of each person exhibit dierences in facial expressions and�or
orientations� Similarly� the individual images of one person show small deviations in size �a
tolerance of approximately ��	
�� due to the fact that the distance between a subject and the
camera was not controlled to keep it exactly constant� �From person to person� there are size
deviations of up to �
��� Illumination was strived to be constant from session to session but no
special eort was given to achieve exactly the same illumination conditions� Deviations in the
illumination were due to changes in the position of the lamps and by sun light coming through
the windows� The face pictures are stored as graylevel images with spatial resolution of �

��


pixels and ��bit quantization ���� gray levels��

Discretization is necessary for the practical computation of of the quantities �sj����� �� accord�
ing to ��� and we use the following one�

x� � � 	� �� � � � � �

 �		�

y� � � 	� �� � � � � �

 �	��

� � �k � k
�

�
� k � 
� 	� � � � � � �	��

j � �	���� � � � ��� �	��

The basic scaling factor � was taken as follows�

� �
p

�	 �	��

This choice of � and the range of the parameter j allow for covering a wavelength domain
that ranges from � to �� pixels with logarithmic dispersion of the wavelength averages of the
basic Gabor functions �see �����

The convolutions ��� were computed by applying FFT� In spite of the e�ciency of FFT� the
convolution computation is quite intensive and comprises more than ��� of the used computing
time� On a 	� M�ops�s workstation� half a minute is required to compute the convolution of an
image with one of the Gabor functions � For the set of �� Gabor functions used this amounts to
half an hour exclusive �non�timesharing� use of the workstation and for a database of �

 images
this means 	

 hours computing time� Timesharing and system failures eectively lead to a time
of several weeks for one run of the model� This explains the relatively rough angle discretization
�eight orientations� and the limited amount of �eight� basic spatial frequencies that were used�

After computing a convolved image �sj����� �� for a given input image s�x� y� and a given
Gabor function gj���x� y�� it is reduced to a single number Sj�� according to ���� In this way ��
numbers �descriptors� are computed for each input image� one number for each of the �� basic
Gabor functions� and only this information is used to represent the image for database searching�

To obtain statistics on the recognition rate� we applied the above approach to all images in
the database� considering each image in turn as an input image and the rest as prestored images�
For each image the �rst four nearest neighbours were determined but only the �rst match was
used to determine whether the search was succesful �delivering an image of the same person� or
not �delivering an image of another person�� For 	�� out of �
� images the search was successful
as illustrated by Fig� �� The model failed in 	� cases as illustrated by Fig� �� This gives a
recognition rate of approximately ����

�



Figure �� Examples of successful matches� the leftmost image in each row is a test image for which best

match search is done in the whole image database� the images right to it are the 	rst four matches�

�



Figure �� Examples of failure of the model� the best match �the second image in each row� is an image

of a di�erent person�

�



� Summary and Future Plans

In this paper we have shown how a biologically motivated model can be used for automatic face
recognition� The biological relevance refers to the use of Gabor functions that �t the receptive
�elds of the overwhelming number of simple cells in the primary visual cortex of mammals� In
the rest of its part� the approach is an attempt to guess what might be happening in the further
form analysis structures of the visual cortex� In this case� we have no neurophysiological and
neurobiological data to build on and� therefore� we rely only on general principles such as achiev�
ing robustness for image translations� Besides this uncertainty in the biological relevance of the
�nal processing stages� our model comprises a certain simpli�cation of the earlier stages� only �
orientations and � basic frequencies are used and local information is completely lost� In spite
of these shortcomings� we achieve a recognition rate of ��� on a database of �
� face images of
�
 persons� a result which is startling with respect to previous work in this area and the short
time �a few months� we have been dealing with the problem�

Our future work on this problem will focus on�

�i� Increasing the number of Gabor functions used� A larger number of Gabor functions is
needed to improve the sensitivity of the model and to explore the possibilities for rota�
tion and scaling compensation ����� We intend to proceed with �� orientations and ��
wavelengths which amount to 	
�� Gabor functions�

�ii� Improving the model in its higher stages� The current model is an oversimpli�cation of the
processes taking place in the higher form�analysis structures of the visual cortex� We intend
to improve the model by introducing local sensitivity by decomposing an input image into
parts and applying the model to each individual part� This� however� will also be heuristics
and we see a reasonable solution to the problem only in getting new neurobiological and
neurophysiological data that can con�rm or reject our hypotheses and give us hints on the
ways to go�

�iii� Parallel supercomputer implementation� The computational intensiveness of the approach
has become inhibitive for further investigations of the model� We estimate that one year
computing time will be needed to apply 	
�� Gabor funcions on a database of 	


 im�
ages� a delay which is unacceptable with respect to the fact that we are interested in
experimenting with the model and have every day a new idea how it may be changed� The
use of a supercomputer is inevitable and we already port our programs to a Connection
Machine CM�� which will be installed at our university in the near future� �Currently� the
Connection Machines CM�� and CM�� of the University of Wuppertal are used for code
transfer��

After the results presented above had been obtained and the above part of this paper had
been prepared we received a copy of a paper to be published which presents the work done on face
recognition by the group of C� von der Malsburg at the University of Bochum� They use Gabor
functions for feature extraction and labeled graph matching� Their approach includes greater
local sensitivity than as intended in point �ii� of our future plans mentioned above� Although
they report lower recognition rate� it has been obtained on a dierent database of face images
and at present we are not able to say how our respective results compare� Our future work
may be extended by applying our model to other databases of face images and comparing the
recognition rates obtained by dierent methods �e�g� ��
������
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